This article introduces a framework for including different uncertainties
Introduction
Process control, parameter, and tolerance design issues are not explicitly taken into account at the design stage for most chemical plants. Traditionally, design and control are treated in a sequential way with the following two steps:
(1) Design stage-definition and sizing of equipment and determination of the operating nominal point (usually based on steady-state models).
( 2 ) Control stage-choice and design of the control system based on the operating nominal point determined in the first stage (taking into account dynamic issues).
Furthermore, design stage calculations are traditionally made under deterministic optimization paradigms: an economic objective function is optimized and leads to a pointwise solution in the decision space, without taking into consideration different sorts of uncertainty. Designing a control system based on this solution may be difficult or even impossible since the approach does not consider operability aspects, such as controllability and flexibility.
As Saraiva and Stephanopoulos (1992) and Saraiva (1993 Saraiva ( , 1996 have shown in previous studies, by considering this traditional approach one ignores the fact that operating decision variables behave as random variables and are always associated with some variability. No matter how good control systems happen to be, in reality ranges of values for the deciCorrespondence concerning this article should be addressed to P. M. Saraiva sion variables (concentrations, pressures, flows, etc.) will always occur, eventually bounded within a narrow, but not null, operation window.
As a consequence of not taking into account this processinherent uncertainty, the final solutions found by the conventional approach may be suboptimal: the decision-space zone that surrounds the best deterministic pointwise solution does not correspond in general to the zone of the decision space where best average performance can be achieved.
Besides randomness of operating variables, the deterministic approach also ignores other uncertainties (Pistikopoulos, 1995) such as model-inherent uncertainty (kinetic constants, physical properties, thermodynamic parameters) or external uncertainty (feedstream availability, product demands, economic indexes, environmental regulations).
Several researchers have recently attempted to integrate process design and control. Luyben and Floudas (1994) combine economic and control objectives through a multiobjective optimization framework, incorporating open-loop controllability measures in the mathematical formulation of process synthesis. Bahri et al. (1996 Bahri et al. ( , 1997 ) present a methodology for considering flexibility and controllability in process design, where both steady-state and dynamic cases are considered. Mohideen et al. (1996) approach the problem of optimal design for dynamic systems under uncertainty considering both flexibility and control aspects, with the best control structure being proposed through multiloop controllers.
Process design under uncertainty has also been studied in the literature: flexibility analysis is one of the research directions taken to deal with uncertainty at the design stage (Swaney and Grossmann, 1985; Grossmann and Floudas, 1987; Straub and Grossmann, 1990; Straub, 1991) . Pistikopoulos and Ierapetritou (1995) introduced an approach involving stochastic parameters for optimal process design that maximizes an expected revenue while simultaneously measuring design feasibility.
In the context of quality engineering, a common approach for dealing with parameter design is based on running statistically designed experiments and treating the results obtained in order to find robust operating points (Taguchi, 1986; Phadke, 1989; Schmidt and Launsby, 1992; Czitrom and Spagon, 1997; Taylor, 1991) . This approach is not adequate for an early stage of plant design, or when reliable process models are available. Rubin (1991, 1994) presented a stochastic optimization framework for implementation of parameter design in chemical processes. In this methodology, uncertain parameters are described by probability density functions (PDFs) and a sampling technique is used to estimate objective function expected values.
This article combines and covers concepts from the broad spectrum of research areas mentioned above (integration of process design and control, process design under uncertainty, and quality engineering). In particular, we will expand on ideas previously developed in the context of process operations (Saraiva 1993 (Saraiva , 1996 in order to define and apply a robust stochastic optimization process design framework that combines system, parameter, and tolerance design as they were defined by Taguchi (1986) in his approach to quality engineering.
Our main goal is to determine the optimal design together with the best zone in the operating decision variables space to run the plant, while maximizing an economic objective function that integrates equipment, operating, control and quality costs. Several kinds of uncertainty are taken into account, with expected values of the objective function being estimated through an efficient sampling technique.
The suggested new formulation maximizes overall process performance from an economic point of view, exploring trade-offs between pointwise profitability and robustness (Taguchi, 1986) . That is the reason why we will designate our final solution as a robust solution, which represents the optimal balance between process tolerances (reflected in control costs) and output variabilities (reflected in quality costs). Thus, control aspects are also incorporated in the formulation (without considering dynamic behavior) and the robust solution corresponds to an operating region, defined as a set of windows for each operating variable, that identifies control needs and goals, conveying important information for the control system designer.
Therefore, the major contributions of the proposed stochastic framework can be stated as follows:
(1) It leads to the definition of optimal operating regions accounting for control costs and integrates process control issues at an early process design stage.
(2) It considers robustness aspects, the intrinsic random nature of process operating variables, and a wide range of uncertainty sources, enlarging considerably the scope of randomness usually incorporated in the field of stochastic process design.
( 3 ) It combines in an integrated way system, parameter, and tolerance design under a common stochastic optimization framework that explores existing plant models, bringing some important quality engineering concepts into the field of process design.
The remaining parts of this article are structured as follows:
First, we present the design problem statement, clarify its meaning (by way of a CSTR example) and develop its mathematical formulation, leading to a stochastic optimization problem definition.
Then, a generalized framework is proposed to solve the optimization problem, by coupling a stochastic process model with an external optimization procedure.
Finally, the relevance of the approach is illustrated through its application to some chemical process design examples, including a CSTR and a batch distillation column.
Problem Statement
The design problem that we want to address may be defined as follows. Given a process model described as a set of equations, a set of constraints for feasible plant operation, and appropriate probability density functions for several different uncertainty sources, we want to find the best operating region to run the plant, coupled together with the corresponding design variables' optimal values. To achieve such a goal, an objective function that is able to integrate equipment, operating, control, and quality costs must be assumed, exploring the trade-offs between these several cost categories.
In order to clarify this problem statement and its objectives, let's consider the CSTR previously studied by Diwekar and Rubin (19941, and inlet temperature, To) that are subject to uncertainty. Our design objective is to find the best operating region (in the five variables-space just mentioned) together with the corresponding optimal reactor volume. The determination of such a solution will take simultaneously into account equipment, operating, control, and quality costs, being formulated as a stochastic optimization problem.
In our mathematical formulation, the design objective function is assumed to be an overall annual plant cost (C) that considers equipment cost (C,), operating cost (CJ, control cost (C,), and quality cost (CJ
Only equipment costs are considered to have no uncertainties associated with them (since equipment size, dimensions, and materials are considered to be fully deterministic variables). Remaining costs are influenced by the random nature of process variables and parameters. Control costs grow as the tolerances for controlled variables become smaller. Quality costs, expressed by Taguchi (1986) loss functions, increase both with the variability of process outputs that correspond to product quality characteristics and the deviation of their mean from desired nominal target values. Operating costs also depend upon nominal set points of process variables and on their associated tolerances.
Taking into account all uncertainty effects, we will establish overall design decisions through an integrated determination of equipment dimensions and operating zones configurations, thus corresponding to a synthesis/design problem.
The uncertainties in z and 0 are described by probability density functions (PDFs) Z(z) and J(O), which lead to the definition of the corresponding space regions:
If the density functions Z(z) or J ( 0 ) have infinite domains, they must be truncated in order to identify finite Z or T regions. The joint PDF ZJ(z, O), which may lead to the definition of the corresponding space region when propagated through the process model, generates a probability density function K ( y , ) and the associated region Putting Eqs. 1-7 together results in the following stochastic optimization problem (PI formulation:
The decision variables are the design variables, d, and operating regions, Z ; model equations are satisfied for all z and 0 values in the Z and T regions, respectively, so that P(h(d, z , y,, 0 ) = 0) = 1; a is the minimum value required by the designer for the probability of feasible operation under existing uncertainties, that is, the minimum required stochastic flexibility (Straub and Grossmann, 1990) .
This problem formulation (P) leads to a final optimal robust solution [d*, Z * ] that defines equipment sizes together with the best zone Z* of the operating decision variables space to run the plant (identified by the combined determination of nominal set points and the associated tolerances for the z variables).
The operating region Z is given as a set of operating windows, Z,, for each random variable z : ( 9 ) zu= p L , ( l + E,) and z L = ~~( 1 -E,) where p, stands for the mean value of z and E , for the associated tolerance.
The definition of E, depends on the probability density function used to describe the random behavior of z. When z is described by a normal distribution, we will consider:
If other types of probability density functions are used, appropriate similar tolerance definitions can be assumed.
In the above formulation, two things occur. The economic objective function, C, properly explores interactions between several cost categories, set points, and tolerances, including process robustness in the sense of Taguchi (1986) and control costs. Second, the optimal robust solution, Z*, defines operating set points and tolerances that result from considering in an integrated way different uncertainty sources, as well as control difficulties already known at this early design stage.
The above remarks, it must be noted, stem from an approach that explores only nondynamic plant behavior. This is due to two factors:
(1) Simplicity-the application of a stochastic dynamic formulation to large-scale industrial problems would result in time-consuming and hard-to-solve optimization problems.
(2) Reliability-dynamic considerations at such an early design stage decrease solution reliability due to additional problem complexity. Usually, not enough information is available at this point for studying plant dynamics in an efficient way.
Although we will not study this issue in the forthcoming case studies, flexibility requirements and trade-offs can be evaluated by varying the parameter a and studying the impact over the optimal robust solution found to analyze relationships between flexibility and overall plant cost (C).
The direct solution of problem (P) would derive from the calculation of overall annual cost expected values:
In the next section we will present a methodology for solving this problem (PI, which uses an efficient sampling technique to compute C estimates.
Optimization Methodology
The optimization problem (P) defined in the previous section is solved by coupling a stochastic process model with an external optimization procedure (Figure 2) . Saraiva (1993 Saraiva ( , 1996 used a similar approach for identifying robust operating regions from available plant data, while Diwekar and Rubin (1994) followed the same methodology for achieving parameter design. In this article, we expand on such previous techniques for solving in an integrated way both parameter and tolerance design problems, since both nominal and tolerance values for the operating variables, z , are determined simultaneously. Furthermore, and as stated before, different sources of uncertainty and types of costs are accounted for, leading to a new process design framework that combines and puts together important concepts from process control inte- (13) gration at an early design stage, stochastic process design, and quality engineering.
In the stochastic process model, a sampling technique is used to generate a specified number of observations, N,, taken from the joint probability distribution IJ(z, 0). Each [z,, 0,] pair generated this way is propagated through the deterministic model h(d, 2, y,, 0 ) to compute the corresponding values for y,, C, (Y,,~), C,(z,) and g (d, z , ,~, , , , 
0,).
After computing these values for all the N, cases, expected values for C, and C, are estimated by the sample mean values:
N ,
The probability P ( g ( d , z , y,, 0 ) I 0) is estimated by the ratio of the number of g, values less than or equal to zero to the total number of observations, N,.
To compute the costs C, and Cz sampling values are not needed: C, depends only on the deterministic values of the design variables, and the control cost Cz is determined from probability distribution parameters (for instance, the control cost associated with a single normal distributed variable may be expressed as a function of its mean and standard deviation estimates).
The overall objective function used is computed by summing the expected value estimates for C, and C , with equipment and control costs:
where C is itself an expected value for a total cost random variable that depends on the joint PDF ZJ(z, 0).
After the values for the objective function and restrictions (inequalities) have been calculated as stated above, an optimization procedure (NPSOL package, Gill et al., 1986) updates the values of the decision variables using information about partial derivatives of the objective function and restrictions (inequalities). Although the NPSOL algorithm is inherently deterministic, the generalized framework presented in this article is stochastic because the evaluation of the objective function accounts for the behavior of random variables.
The computational effort associated with this approach depends on the sampling technique chosen. We have applied the Hammersley sequence sampling (HSS) technique proposed by Kalagnanam (1996, 1997a,b) , as it has been shown to be particularly efficient, reducing the number of observations required to come up with reliable objective function estimates. Subroutine SPARCLHS2 implements this and other sampling techniques, allowing the user to consider several kinds of input PDFs (independent or correlated, continuous or discrete).
The generic optimization approach presented so far allows almost any sort of process design problem subject to several kinds of uncertainty to be addressed.
Some issues related with the above optimization methodology deserve further discussion.
1) The external algorithm progression does not take into account the deterministic model as an explicit restriction. In fact, the deterministic model works as an implicit restriction because the objective function evaluation needs the output values, y,,,, to be computed for all observations. If the deterministic model doesn't converge for a specific sample point, then the region Z that includes that point is considered infeasible and the objective function (annual cost) is penalized with an infinite value, in order to guarantee that 2 ) Before starting the stochastic Optimization procedure, the accuracy of the sampling technique used in the internal cycle must be evaluated. This is done by computing the number of observations, N,, that are needed to predict the mean
and standard deviation for the relevant outputs with enough accuracy (a maximum error of 1% is considered). Since N, depends on the process model used, sampling accuracy must be evaluated for each plant.
3) Computational effort depends directly on the value of N,, since the total number for deterministic model evalua- 4) During the external algorithm progression we kept N, constant, although Chaudhuri and Diwekar (1996, 1997) have presented a "stochastic annealing algorithm" that uses increasing values of N, when the solution seems to approach optimality. When applied to process synthesis problems, this alternative has contributed to additional computational effort reduction and may also be explored within our optimization framework.
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5 ) The external algorithm procedure used in this article (NPSOL package) requires a large number of objective function evaluations (since partial derivatives are estimated by finite differences), fails to take full advantage of the information about the deterministic model obtained in each external iteration (for each objective function evaluation the deterministic model is applied N, times, and such values might possibly be explored in order to speed up and guide convergence), and does not offer global optimization guarantees.
The major goal of this article is to introduce a new robust optimization conceptual framework and problem formulation that has been applied and tested successfully over a small sample of relatively simple process models (which required CPU times on the order of minutes for finding an optimal solution). Therefore, we do not concentrate too much on algorithm or computational efficiency details or on comparing different optimization routines. The development of an external algorithm that assures a global optimum and tries to overcome some of the previous NPSOL limitations, together with applications to large scale problems, is currently the subject of further work, and will be reported in forthcoming publications.
Case Studies
To provide specific examples of application for the suggested robust design framework and methodology, we will consider two chemical processes. First, we will examine a simple model for a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) subject to process-inherent uncertainty. Later, a batch distillation column will provide a more complex case study, subject to additional types of uncertainty. The parameter values and the initial operating conditions are presented in Table 2 . Process-inherent uncertainty is considered by describing all operating variables through independent normal probability density functions (these uncertainties are expressed using the operating window format in Table 2 ). The output quality-related variable is assumed to be the rate of production of B, PB, with a desired nominal value of 600 mol/min (PB* 1.
Our objective function is, as stated before, the overall annual plant cost, C, obtained from the following set of considerations (further details about cost functions can be found in Appendix A): equipment cost, C,, is the annually amortized reactor investment, expressed as a function of reactor volume (V); operating costs are functions of both the flow rate, F , and the rate of heat removal, Q; and control costs, C,, associated with each operating variable, z , are given by:
CSTR application
In this section we will consider the CSTR already briefly introduced (Figure 1 ) with the nomenclature presented in Table 1 .
Two first-order reactions in series ( A --$ B -+ C ) with Arrhenius kinetics are assumed to occur. The stationary process model is obtained through an energy balance around the reactor and two material balances, referring to components A and B:
F(C,, -C,)+ k j exp(-EA/RT)CAV
The model variables can be classified according to our problem mathematical formulation (P): where k is a constant (quality loss coefficient).
The number of observations, Nx, needed to predict objective function values with enough accuracy is evaluated by increasing the number of observations employed until the mean and standard deviation for the output variable PB can be estimated with a maximum error of 1%. Figure 3 shows the results obtained for the CSTR initial operating conditions, where a number of observations greater than 344 places the two represented quantities within the assumed error bands (dashed lines), therefore leading us to a conservative value of N, = 400. To stress the relevance of considering different kinds of uncertainties and the associated robustness issues, Table 3 compares the results obtained under a fully deterministic approach, where all uncertainties are ignored, with the ones achieved by the proposed integrated robust optimization framework. Under a deterministic approach, the decision variables are the nominal values of the operating variables, while in our stochastic approach the E, tolerances are also considered as additional decision variables, besides the associated pZ values. It can be seen that indeed both solutions are quite different and located in separate zones of the operating space. The robust solution defines the best operating region to implement a control system and the feed stream temperature, To, was identified as the critical control variable, for which a quite small tolerance must be achieved. and T o ) as initial conditions, placed around deterministic optimum. Optimal robust solution tolerances placed around the optimal deterministic pointwise solution.
**
In Table 4 we compare the outputs and the different costs obtained by the two approaches (deterministic and robust optimization), as well as the cost associated with placing the optimal robust solution tolerances around the deterministic optimal pointwise solution, thus building an operating region around it. The results obtained for the deterministic approach were obtained considering as tolerances the initial guesses used for stochastic programming (10% for F and Q, 5% for CAo, C,,, and To), and placing them around the optimal deterministic pointwise solution. The stochastic formulation corresponds to an expected output standard deviation that is approximately 14% of that obtained with the deterministic approach, the same percentage that occurs in the case of the overall average annual plant cost. Figure 4 shows the optimal input PDFs that define the operating region Z * . The PDFs for the output variable, PB, before and after robust optimization ( Figure 5 ) illustrate the quality improvement obtained when the stochastic methodology is used (initial values are the ones reported in Table 2 ).
Batch distillation column application
The batch distillation column ( Figure 6 ) consists of a reboiler at the bottom, a rectifier column and a condenser at the top, with the nomenclature and initial operating conditions provided in Table 5 (we will only consider binary mixtures, with all the compositions mentioned referring to molar fractions on the more volatile component).
During batch time, the feed mixture becomes poorer in the more volatile component, and therefore x D decreases. In order to maximize the batch average product composition, x;, the distillation column operates with time dependent reflux ratio and grows linearly with batch time: As output quality-related variable we will consider the average product composition, x;, with a nominal desired value of 0.95.
Our assumed objective function is the plant annual profit:
our problem mathematical formulation (PI:
where L , stands for the nominal revenue and C represents overall annual cost of operating the plant. The nominal revenue is computed taking into account the nominal sales value for the product relative to the cost of feed. As before, the overall annual cost, C, is the sum of equipment, operating, control and quality costs (details in Appendix A), where Equipment cost is a function of the number of theoretical stages, N, and the vapor boilup rate, V.
Operating costs depend on the vapor boilup rate, V , and the average molar weight of the mixture, M .
Control cost is computed by considering as control variables the vapor boilup ratio, V , and the reflux ratio (controlled by the initial value, R,), with the associated Cz values being given by Eq. 18. Quality cost is expressed by an asymmetric quadratic Taguchi loss function, with a larger penalty associated with product that is poor on the more volatile component.
This example integrates different sorts of uncertainties, as defined by Pistikopoulos (1995) . The purpose of the robust design problem formulation is to define a batch distillation column that is flexible enough to operate well with different feed mixtures and compositions. Therefore, a design scenario under high levels of uncertainty is assumed (Table 6) :
Thermodynamic relationship errors lead to uncertainties in the relative volatility-model-inherent uncertainty.
0 Operating variables are also subject to uncertainties, and therefore initial reflux ratio, R,; vapor boilup rate, V, total feed, F; and feed composition, x F , are considered to be random variables. 
External uncertainties are also accounted for through the consideration of the mixture average molar weight as a parameter with a given probability density function.
As stated before, the accuracy of the sampling technique must be evaluated for each process model, with 500 observations needed in this case to reliably predict the xT, mean and standard deviation.
The results obtained by the two distinct approaches are compared in Table 7 . In the deterministic formulation the decision variables are the number of theoretical stages, N ; the reflux ratio (variables R , and R l ) ; the vapor boilup rate, V ; and the batch time, T ; whereas in the robust optimization tolerances for the control variables V and R , are also treated as decision variables. The optimal robust solution is once again located in a quite different zone of the decision space, indicating V as the control variable where a smaller tolerance should be achieved (Figure 7 ). When we attempted to place optimal robust tolerances around the deterministic pointwise solution, the resulting region was found to be infeasible (the batch distillation column model does not converge for at least one observation). This fact, by itself, reinforces the relevance of the stochastic approach and points out the limitations of fully deterministic solutions that do not account for important uncertainty sources that affect plant operation. Table 8 compares the outputs and costs before and after stochastic optimization (the initial values are the ones reported in Table 5 , with the uncertainty scenario of Table 6 ). The optimization procedure results in a reduction of 35% in the annual plant cost and a 13% increase in annual profit. The output PDF for average product composition moves in the direction of richer product and its standard deviation is reduced from 0.0318 to 0.0290 ( Figure S ), resulting in a 48% decrease of quality cost. This output variability reduction is achieved while control tolerances increase significantly ( R , ) or slightly ( V ) , indicating that the space region identified leads to better performance and was able to do so together with easier to achieve process control goals (Figure 8 ).
Conclusions
We have developed a robust optimization framework that is able to integrate different sorts of uncertainties, control, quality, and operation issues at an early plant design stage, leading to the simultaneous definition of optimal system, parameter, and tolerance designs as defined by Taguchi (1986) . Optimal operating zones are identified together with associated control needs, providing a solution that takes into account investment, quality, operating, and control costs. The mathematical formulation developed leads to a stochastic optimization problem solved by coupling a stochastic process model with an external optimization procedure. An efficient sampling technique is used to estimate objective function expected values.
The suggested approach, and the solution methodology associated with it, can be applied to almost any sort of process design problem. Two specific examples were addressed in this article (a CSTR and a batch distillation column), providing enough evidence for the usefulness and relevance of both our problem formulation and solution methodology.
where q = Q/Q" and Q N = 2.54X lo7 J/min; and pumping costs: 900 38.60
Cpump, $/yr = ( 834 1 ( 3 j i264.2F)0'8050, (A41 with F expressed in mymin. Equation A3 results from a polynomial regression based on values presented by Douglas (1988) ; Eq. A4 is based on an installation cost graphic correlation for centrifugal pumps (Peters, 1991) . Control costs are estimated by Eq. 18. The residual cost, a , is considered as 6% of C, + Cpump for the initial operating conditions (Table 21 , which give LY = $143.2. The p parameter is computed considering the control cost for a single operating variable as 7.5% of C, + Cpump (for the initial operating conditions), when the variable tolerance is E, = 0.15, leading to p = 1.736. The total control cost is the sum of the contributions corresponding to the five operating variables:
Finally, quality costs are expressed by the symmetric Taguchi loss function Eq. 19, where the constant k is computed assuming that a 10% deviation on the quality-related variable PB leads to an increase of 50% in the cost C, + C, (for the initial operating conditions). This assumption results in a k value of 6.536.
Batch distillation column application
Eq. 21. where P is the number of theoretical plates ( P = N -11, c1 = $15/m2/(theoretical plate)/yr, c2 = 1.65 $/m2/yr and G, = 15 kg/h/m2 (Diwekar and Kalagnanam, 1997a,b) ; 24(365)c,WT T + t, c,, $/yr = where c3 = 0.00935 $/kg and t , = 0.1 h is the stop time between batches (Diwekar and Kalagnanam, 1997a,b) ; where a and p have the same values as for the CSTR example: a = $143.2 and p = 1.736.
The nominal profit is based on the nominal sales value for the product relative to the cost of feed, P/ = 0.1 $/mol (Diwekar and Kalagnanam, 1997a,b) :
When the average product composition differs from the desired value (0.95), the product sales price, Pr, is penalized through an asymmetric quadratic Taguchi loss function. For a given observation i, corresponding to an average product composition x&, the penalty function is: 
